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Shreo lnvosEmenE ond Finonce Co. ltd.

Applicatlon for SMS (Alert) facility
To,

The Manager.
Shree lnvestment & Finance Ltd.
.......Branch

l/We request you to kindly provide me the SMS(Alert)facility as details given below:

Customer Details:
Name:

Address:
Email:

Mobile No.:

Phone:

By providing my/our mobile Number, l/We hereby allow SFL to send my passwords/transactions through mobile. l/We
understand that l/We will be fully responsible for any accidental/negligent act or unauthorized use of my mobile.

Account to be linked for SMS Banking
Account No.:
Account No.:
Account No.:
Account No.:
Account Name:

Signature of Applicant

Date:

(Must be same as in account opening form)

For Office Use
Application Received on

S.N,:

Creaied by:

Verified by:

Name:

Name:

Terms & Conditions
1.

"SlFCO" refers to Shree lnvestment & Finance Co. Limited.
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2.

The SMS ALERT user must be a Customer of SIFCO and maintain an account at a branch of the SIFCO to use the services.
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SIFCO SVIS ALERT service is only for the use by the customer authorized to do so by the finance. lt is not transferable. lt is
only for the purpose of transactions considered by the SIFCO.
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Unless required or requested by law or any government body, information pertaining to service provided to the customer or
customer's account information will be kept confidential.
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SIFCO shall not be responsible for any computer/mobile/cyber crimes such as hacking elc.
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The services and these terms and conditions shall be governed by and constructed in accordance with laws of Nepal.
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7.

SIFCO reserves the right to charge fees in relation to the use or termination of the SMS ALERT services.
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All grievances and complains should communicated to customer service department.
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SIFCO may revise terms and conditions or introduce additional terms and conditions at any time.
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SIFCO shall have the full discretion to cancel withdrawal or renew the SMS ALERT service provided to the customer with or
without prror notice or any reason given to the customer.
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The services may deemed to cease and the SIFCO shall be entitled to the immediate restriction of the user in the event of
Closure of designated account(s).

- Death of user.
- The user(s) authority to operate the designated account is terminate.
- The user(s) ceases to be a customer of the SIFCO.
- Customer user is blacklisted and/ of defaults on a loan or other similar obligation.

- Customer User fails to maintain the terms and conditions.
- Customer user fails to maintain the minimum balance as stipulated from time to time.
- NRB direction
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Signature

